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"The Real Life Album" is the cure to the wack rhymes, weak rhythms and copycat styles that have spread

through the music industry. 12 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Details:

Aren't you tired of the same wack rhymes, the same weak rhythms and the same copycat styles? "The

Real Life Album" is just the cure to the disease that's spreading through the music industry. This album

flosses nothing but banging beats and raw and controversial lyrics that will keep you bouncing through

every song. All of these blazin' hot tracks were produced by Clarence Siler for Siler Boy Productions and

Blazin' Hot Records, Inc. Blazin' Hot Records, Inc. is an independent label which originated in Orlando,

Florida in 2001. There are currently eight acts under the Blazin' Hot label. The featured artist, Big Si, is a

Florida native born in Liberty City, which is in Miami. He relocated to California where he played college

and professional football. Being 6'4" and 285 pounds he has always had a striking presence. That

dynamic presence carries over in his stage performances. Big Si is one of the only independent artists

shown love to at Miami's Cristal Night Club. He has always had a unique and strong passion for music.

He decided to make waves in the rap game in 2003 by releasing "Pressure," an album still sought after by

those that experienced its raw and uncut in your face lyrics. "The Real Life Album" is even hotter. Check it

out for yourself and once you've been hooked tell all of your friends about it. Be sure to e-mail us and join

the Blazin' Hot Record, Inc. mailing list. We look forward to hearing from you soon! The Blazin' Hot Family
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